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Abstract 

Ultrasound is  regarded a  convenient and safe tool  to acquire diagnostic information that we need for clinical  use. 

For a long time ul trasound has been counted as  a harmless method, but after all, there is a  heating and a  me-

chanical  impact by ul trasound exposure. This influence can reveal  both posi tive (e .g., cell plant growth) and nega-

tive (e.g. cell  death) effects. Acoustic exposure pattern changed drastically in recent years  due to the rapid, tech-

nological  developments  in ul trasound imaging. Ultrasound imaging has become more sophisticated and new 

techniques are becoming more common, bringing with them not only increased diagnostic capabilities , but also 

potential threats  as far as safety considerations are concerned. The goal of the  thesis project is  to analyze the 

ul trasound field characteris tics, based on which research would be achievable in the future about how cells are 

affected by ul trasound exposure with different basic parameters. These parameters  include exci tation pressure 

amplitude, number of cycles  in a  pulse (n), pulse repeti tion frequency (PRF), acoustic working frequency (f), 

phase of ul trasound, shape of ul trasound wave (window mode). Some pilot cell experiments  are also done in this 

project. 

 

Ul trasound-induced bioeffects on cells have been studied by many scientists , and some experiments  tell us that 

ul trasound beams may cause serious  mechanical  and thermal damage on e.g. cells . Two general indices , the 

thermal index (TI) the mechanical index (MI) reflect information on the  output level of the ul trasound machine 

and how a  change in output would affect the likelihood of inducing a  biological effect. Besides these two indices , 

other six parameters also are valuable to help us  understand the potential threat of ul trasound applications . 

These parameters  are peak negative pressure, peak posi tive pressure, spatial peak temporal  peak intensi ty (I sptp), 

spatial peak temporal average intensity (I spta), spatial peak pulse average intensi ty (I sppa) and output power of 

transducer (Wo). The above mentioned eight parameters are important in analyzing the acoustic beams. 

 

During the fi rs t phase of the experiment (acquisition of ultrasound field parameters ) a  hydrophone was  put at the 

focus point of the ul trasound beam to acquire the time domain waveform signal of the ul trasound waves . By 

setting up f, PRF, n, phase and window mode into the computer controlled pulser (SNAP system, Ritec Inc), dif-

ferent beams were sent to the hydrophone. Di fferent combinations  of basic parameters  lead to 186 sets  of acous-

tic beams . We used the hydrophone and oscilloscope to record the waveform signal respectively. Then by 

self-designed MATLAB software (Mathematical  Computing Software , MATLAB®, Natick, Massachusetts, United 

States), the desi red eight characteristics  of acoustic field were calculated. 

 

Human chronic myelogenous  leukemia cell line  (K562) were exposed to defined ultrasound waves in the second 

phase of the experiment. Both trypan blue and resazurin viability assays  were used to evaluate effect on the cells 

immediately after the exposure and 24 hours after the exposure . Resazurin viabili ty assay conducted immediately 

after the exposure  showed reduction of the cell viability up to 46% when the attenuation of ampli tude is 0 dB (i .e. 

the output is the biggest). No cell death was induced. It also showed that after 24 hours the cells viability partially 

recovered to about 85%. Trypan blue assay showed nearly no cell  death was induced. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Problem statement 

More knowledge about how ultrasound may affect the human body is necessary, to 

face an increasing amount of clinical ultrasound applications which have partly 

higher output levels than before. Although diagnostic ultrasound has a good safety 

record in clinical practice, there is no guarantee that it does absolutely no harm, es-

pecially when new techniques and higher output levels are involved. 

 

Nowadays ultrasound practice prevails all over the world. In England alone, over two 

and a half million obstetric ultrasound scans (about four for every live birth) are per-

formed every year [1]. Many of these are carried out using the new generations of 

ultrasound scanners, which have the potential to produce significant acoustic out-

puts and not all users are aware of or consider the safety limits available. In consid-

eration of the popular use of ultrasound and potential hazard that it may bring, we 

have every reason to do related research as well as experiments about ultrasound 

safety, filling in gaps left by the rapid development of science and technology.  

 

1.2. Aim 

The aim of this project is to explore how ultrasound with different parameters (in-

cluding excitation pressure amplitude, number of cycles in a pulse (n), pulse repeti-

tion frequency (PRF), acoustic working frequency (f), phase of ultrasound, shape of 

ultrasound wave (window mode)) may affect the viability or death of fast growing 

cells and how the change of certain parameter will contribute to certain bioeffect 

caused by ultrasound. During ultrasound wave data processing of the waves striking 

the cells, a fast and reliable tool should be created for evaluating each ultrasound 

wave parameter with statistical analysis, in both numerical and graphical expressions. 

The tool should work as automatically as possible, in order to use it in future work 

not only to analyse certain factors involved in today’s clinical use but also as a tool 

that can be developed further to analyze other ultrasound features. 
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2. Background 

2.1. The basic characteristics of ultrasound 

Similar in character to audible sound, ultrasound is a 

pressure wave. In Figure 1 we can see the acoustic 

spectrum distribution. When the frequency of sound is 

greater than 20 kHz it is called ultrasound. 

 

There are two types of wave of ultrasound. The first 

one is called a longitudinal compressional wave, in 

which case the ultrasonic wave will propagate in the 

same direction as the displaced particles [5]. In the 

second case, the particle will oscillate perpendicularly 

to the direction of propagation, termed a transverse or 

shear wave. The longitudinal wave is much more im-

por-

tant 

for medical applications of ultra-

sound because shear waves could 

not travel in soft tissue, although 

they can propagate in solids and 

calcified tissues. When it comes to 

longitudinal wave, individual mole-

cules or particles in the medium 

oscillate back and forth about a 

fixed location. The particles will be-

come near to each other when they 

move forward so that the local density and pressure will increase as well. After their 

maximum forward displacement, the particles will go back towards and beyond their 

equilibrium position so that the density and pressure will decrease. The difference 

between the ambient pressure and the local pressure as the ultrasound passes is 

defined as the "acoustic pressure amplitude". According to the specific circumstance, 

the acoustic pressure could be classified as either a compression or a rarefaction. As 

is shown in Figure 2, the peak compression is the maximum value of pressure in the 

medium when an ultrasound beam travels through the material while the peak rare-

faction pressure is the minimum value. These two values are of considerable impor-

tance when discussing aspects of safety concerning mechanical hazard. For example, 

the peak rarefaction pressure is strongly related to cavitation events. 

Figure 2: An example of 

ultrasound wave [5]. 

Figure 1: Frequency range 

of different sound [1]. 
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The distance between one compression (or rarefaction) and its immediate neighbour 

defines the wavelength, . At any particular frequency, , the wavelength, , can 

be calculated from knowledge of the velocity , using the expression = / . The 

mechanical properties of the medium decide how fast ultrasound can propagate. 

When ultrasound travel through liquids and soft tissues, the speed  is controlled 

by the compressibility and the undisturbed density ρ while the speed of wave in sol-

ids depend on the elastic moduli of the solid. 

 

Different from the wave speed, there is a particle velocity associated with the 

movement of particles in the medium. , oscillations of particle velocity and acous-

tic pressure p are in phase in a plane progressive wave. p and  are proportional 

too, and Z, the specific acoustic impedance, is defined as the constant of proportion-

ality p/ (The value of ρ is the same as Z according to some analysis).Z is of great 

significance because two materials with different Z will result in different combina-

tions of reflection and scattering when the ultrasonic waves pass across the bound-

ary between them. Z varies slowly between different soft tissues, or between water 

and soft tissues. However, the boundary between soft tissue and bone and that be-

tween soft tissue and gas leads to a great change in Z. 

 

The expression describes the attenuation of a plane sound wave at a 

single frequency. p0 stands for the initial acoustic pressure amplitude and px means 

the acoustic pressure amplitude after a distance of travelling. is the amplitude 

attenuation coefficient. It is common to give values of the attenuation coefficient for 

tissue in units of decibel per centimeter per megahertz, dB cm⁻1 MHz⁻1, since at-

tenuation is dependent on frequency approximately linearly in soft tissues.  

 

When considering the effects of ultrasound, the total acoustic power is very impor-

tant. Acoustic power is a measurement of the rate at which energy is emitted by the 

transducer, which vary from less than 1 mW to several hundred milliwatts in diagnos-

tic beams. Although the power is delivered in very short pulses, heating effects are 

more related to average power over many seconds. It is also important to describe 

how that power is distributed throughout the beam and across a scanning plane, so 

that local "hot-spots" may be quantified. The variation in "brightness" is measured as 

acoustic intensity, obtained by averaging the power over an area, which could cover 

the whole beam, or just a small part of the beam. There are different kinds of inten-

sity, among which the "spatial-peak temporal average intensity, Ispta" is commonly 

quoted. Apart from acoustic power and intensity, other acoustic quantities are used 

when we describe the characteristics of the pulse itself. For instance, the peak rare-
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faction pressure pr is important when discussing mechanical effects resulting from 

the interaction of a single pulse with tissue, instead of a series of pulses. 

 

 

Figure 3: (a) Temporal peak intensity and pulse average intensity. (b) Temporal average intensity. (c) Spatial 

peak intensity and spatial average intensity [5]. 

 
Acoustic field is difficult to measure within the body directly so that we have to ca l-

culate the "estimated in situ exposure", which is based upon measurement of the 

acoustic pressure in water. We model the tissue with homogeneous attenuating 

properties which has an attenuation coefficient of 0.3 dB cm-1 MHz-1. 

 

When mechanisms for effects on tissue are concerned, it is conventional to think 

about two broad categories: thermal effects and mechanical effects. In general, me-

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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chanical effects can be predicted from assessment of individual pulses, while thermal 

effects can be predicted from assessment of energy flow over an extended time pe-

riod.  

2.2. Bioeffects of ultrasound 

2.2.1. Thermal effects 

The ultrasound beam travels through tissues when clinical ultrasound techniques are 

applied. Echographic figures are acquired because part of the incident energy of the 

beam reflects back from boundaries between different tissues. However, tempera-

ture rises at the same time because the rest of the energy is absorbed by tissues, 

converting to heat. Different types of ultrasound applications have different eff i-

ciency of depositing acoustic energy. So does different tissue properties. In fact, in-

stead of reflecting or scattering, energy absorption depends more on the properties 

of the specific tissue which is exposed. The capability of absorbing energy is quanti-

fied by a parameter, acoustic absorption coefficient, to describe how fast a specific 

type of tissue can convert sound energy to heat. Acoustic absorption coefficients are 

typically higher of more dense tissues, like teeth and bone. Tissues like muscle have 

lower absorption coefficients, which suffer from less thermal threat when exposed to 

ultrasound waves. Total amount of thermal energy converted to / from the acoustic 

beam is decided by the absorption coefficient, acoustic wave frequency and the dis-

tance the beam travels.  

 

Scanned beams (the transducer moves to send ultrasound beams to different part of 

the object; different scanning mode leads to different scanning mechanism) are less 

likely to cause thermal damage to tissues compared with non-scanned (the trans-

ducer is fixed, sending the beam to fixed area) ones. The reason is that in scanned 

mode acoustic application, every part of the exposed tissue suffers from the ultra-

sound beam for a short period of time. Before the ultrasound can have any evident 

effect, it just sweeps to another area so that tissues have much more time to recover 

than those in non-scanned mode. As a result, fixed ultrasound wave on a specific 

area of the tissue target has a better chance of heating in large amounts. The par-

ticular point area within focus zone has especially significant effects. 

 

The absorption of sound energy may lead to some serious problems. Based on ex-

perimental data about hyperthermia-induced biological effects [2], a commonly 

agreed conclusion is drawn that cells which are actively dividing have much higher 

sensitivity to thermal variation. They are easily influenced by heating effects . If the 

temperature rises above normal levels, cellular abnormalities in both physical struc-

ture as well as biochemical processes can occur. The enzyme synthesis can be dis-
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rupted and related reactions may encounter sort of disorder, which could possibly 

bring DNA abnormalities in synthesizing and repairing. 

 

If we want to make a quantification of the ultrasound-induced bioeffects based on a 

specific hyperthermia exposure to a specific type of tissue, then the information of 

exposure temperature-time relation must be known. We can find known effects in 

the same cells or tissue caused by a measured hyperthermia exposure, comparing 

them with what we want to quantify. The American Institute of Ultrasound in Medi-

cine (AIUM), the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) and the Food 

and Drug Administration (FDA) set up a committee to give guidance so that the users 

of ultrasound devices can have an easier operation without safety consideration. A 

display on screen was created to enhance the safety of the patients. The committee 

came up with two indices, including the mechanical index (MI) and the thermal index 

(TI), by observing which the users of ultrasound equipment can have a better under-

standing of the potential hazard of the current output level. Mechanical index (MI) is 

an ultrasound metric, used as an estimate for the degree of bio-effects a given set of 

ultrasound parameters will induce. Thermal index is also an ultrasound metric, used 

to estimate the potential threat caused by thermal factor. By these two indices we 

also know better what a variation in output level may influence the possibility of 

causing biological effects. 

 

When it comes to the MI and TI, two things should be taken care of. One thing is that 

the particular values of these two indices are not directly associated with any quanti-

fiable level of damage on the patient. The mechanical index and thermal index are 

output indices because the values are in relation to particular probe parameters and 

output characteristics. Moreover, the rule of the thumb shows that output charac-

teristics are associated with risk in some way, although the association has not been 

well understood. Another thing which should be noted is that MI and TI are not ab-

solute quantities. Their values just provide us with relative information. For example, 

if we have a TI of 2 in one application, and have a TI of 1 in another similar applica-

tion (other parameters remain the same), then we know the former one is more 

likely to cause damage or biological effects on the patient because 2 is relatively big-

ger than 1. However, we do not know what the absolute risk there is, or how much 

more dangerous the former case is. For this reason, the ALARA principle (as low as 

reasonably achievable) is borrowed from radiation biology to apply to ultrasound 

applications [4]. 
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The TI is basically defined as: 

 

W0stands for the source power of the ultrasound application, and Wdeg means the 

power needed to raise the temperature of a particular tissue area by 1 °C. A rela-

tively low value of attenuation, which is 0.3 dB cm-1 MHz-1, is assumed in the cate-

gory of Thermal index for soft tissue (TIS). As a result, the increase of temperature is 

probably sort of higher than what happens in real soft tissue so that the TI makes 

conservative guidance (in this project only TIS is of interest because we did not study 

about bones). When applying the basic definition of TI, more details of the specific 

situation are required so that a more concrete equation for calculation can be de-

veloped.  

 

Table 1: Thermal index categories and models [3].Based on different situation, there are three main categories of 

TI equation, including TIS, TIB and TIC. In each category, different scanning mode and the size of the aperture will 

decide the specific research situation, which can help us determine the specific TI equation that we should use. 

 

According to different combinations of tissues exposed to ultrasound beams, there 

are three general categories of TI, which are TIS, TIB and TIC [3] (see Table 1). Bones 

are involved in the latter two categories, which are not the study object in this pro-

ject so only TIS, the soft tissue thermal index, is of interest here. There are three 

models of TIS, based on information like transducer aperture, ultrasound beam di-

ameter and scanning mode 

 

2.2.2. Cavitational effects 

Cavitation is defined as the process when intense ultrasound beams travel through 

tissues to generate bubble and interact with them.  Cavitation mechanism has been 

studied for over a hundred years. The bubbles vary in size synchronously with pres-

sure change in the presence of ultrasound waves. When the pressure is high, bubbles 

intend to contract; when the pressure is low, bubbles intend to grow. These variances 

of bubbles in turn result in more particle displacements and pressure, which may 

cause severe biological effects if cavitation is induced.   

 

0 deg/TI W W
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Several parameters control initiation of cavitation mechanism, including ultrasound 

field parameters, tissue characteristics and the dimension of initial gas bodies (cavi-

tation nuclei). Both number and size of the nuclei can be important properties. Cavi-

tation bubbles may exist just in small numbers and only at some spots. Which nuclei 

can develop into cavitation is controlled by parameters in some way. 

 

Figure 4: Two types of cavitation [6]. 

 

Cavitation can be separated into two types, stable cavitation and inertial cavitation 

(transient cavitation). The first one refers to what has been mentioned above. The 

latter one, however, has a higher risk of causing damage. In the second case, the os-

cillation of ultrasound beams is so strong that make bubbles too big to maintain the 

physical structure. They just simply collapse, which brings about extreme localized 

effects [6]. 

 

Inertial cavitation is especially useful and commonly used. The bubbles can collapse 

very fast when such cavitation happens. There may be great temperature increase 

inside the collapsing bubbles and in the surrounding of the collapsed bubbles. Great 

mechanical pressure can appear too, affecting tissues around the bubbles [7]. Some-

times these processes may be strong to emulsify tissues [8], if the output level of the 

ultrasound beam is high enough.  

 

The mechanical index is taken as a real-time output display to estimate the potential 

hazard caused by inertial cavitation (transient cavitation). The equation to calculate 

MI is given below: 

.3r

c

p
MI

f
  

pr.3 stands for the rarefactional pressure (in unit of MPa) of the ultrasound field with 

an attenuation coefficient of 0.3 dB (MHz cm)–1 and fc means the center frequency (in 

unit of MHz) of the ultrasound wave. Mechanical index is based on a theoretical 

analysis of the bubble collapse. The mechanical index is approximately proportional 

to the mechanical process. It appears around or inside the bubble in the rarefactional 
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phase of the ultrasound beam. 

 

The ultrasound beam is more likely to cause inertial cavitation when the value of MI 

is high, which means pr.3  is higher and center frequency is lower. The MI is helpful 

as guidance when it comes to the start of inertial cavitation. The value of MI should 

not be under around 0.4, or bubble will have difficulty growing regardless the exis-

tence of a broad distribution of nuclei in the medium because of limited physical en-

vironment. And clinically approved maximum limit of the mechanical index is 1.9 [5]. 

 

When contrast agents exist the safety of ultrasound has been studied again [31]. 

Contrast agents perform as apparent cavitation nuclei which are not often found in 

the human body. Bioeffects, like hemolysis [14] and capillary rupture [15], caused by 

ultrasound exposure where contrast agents are involved, have been observed in an-

imal experiments. Another study [16] came to the conclusion that bioeffects are like-

ly to happen because of drastic collapse of micro bubbles resulting from high values 

of MI (>0.8). However, when the values are low (<0.2), no bioeffect has been ob-

served.    

 

2.2.3. Radiation force 

Other scientists observed some bioeffects which seem to have little to do with ther-

mal and cavitational factors, which will be discussed below [5] [17] [18]. Radiation 

force appears as the most likely reason in these cases because radiation force always 

exists there whenever the acoustic beam is applied to the tissue. It is true that the 
radiation force is commonly relatively low, but under some situations it can still cause 

apparent effects. 

 

Based on the total amount of energy converted by the tissue, the radiation force can 

bring about some effects too. The ultrasound energy is deposited as heat energy and 

is also responsible for thermal influence. The equation below gives the time-average 

value of the radiation force (per tissue unit volume): 

 

stands for the absorption coefficient of the material, stands for the ultrasound 

intensity and means the travelling speed of the ultrasound. The equation below 

present total amount of radiation force applied on the material: 

 

where W is the total power absorbed from the acoustic beam. One point should be 

noticed that for entirely reflecting boundaries the radiation force is produced be-

cause the reflection of wave needs the transfer of momentum. The radiation force is 

doubled under this condition. 

 I

c

2 /vF I c

/TF W c
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Table 2: Values for total amount of radiation force examples. Propagation speed data taken from [5] Haar, G. Ter, 

and Francis A. Duck. The Safe Use of Ultrasound in medical Diagnosis. London: British Institute of Radiology, 2000. 

Print. FT stands for total radiation force. 

 

Considerable forces with the ability to cause biological effects may occur if given 

power or intensity is high enough. From Table 2 we can see that given the total 

power of 1000 W, the total radiation force FT can be around 0.65 N, which feels like 

an egg on a hand. Time-average value of the radiation force Fv (per tissue unit vol-

ume) can be much higher than FT if the acoustic beam is focused on a small area of 

the tissue. 

 

Acoustic streaming resulting from radiation force can be easily observed under cer-

tain conditions where the ultrasound wave makes liquids flow. This consequence was 

exploited to identify liquid-filled cysts from non liquid lesions [17].  

 

Radiation force in local area can be influenced by the existence of micro bubbles. 

Micro bubbles raise the absorption efficiency of the medium, leading to stronger 

radiation force. A micro bubble can be moved by radiation force, at speed of 10 m/s 

in a suspension of cells [18]. There can be high shear pressure near the bubble, 

causing harm on cells close to it.   

 

The fluid can travel because of acoustic streaming in suspensions of cells and bulk 

fluids. Although there exists a result of temperate stirring, apparent biological harm 

does not intend to happen. Shear force is much lower without bubbles. There will be 

shear force at the border of a fluid stream, but the stress is far from enough to do 

harm to cells or tissue. A 2mm fluid stream can travel at speed of 10 cm/s and cor-

respondingly the shear pressure is around 10 Pa nearby the stream. The threshold to 

have erythrocyte lysis is 150 kPa [5]. 

 

Many scientists have observed effects radiation force influences on tissues [5] [19] 

[20] [21] [22] [23] [24]. There studies can be classified into two general groups, as 

either the group of physical effects or the group of sensory effects.    

 Non-fatty 

Tissue 

fat blood Amniotic  

fluid 

Propagation speed(ms-1) 1575 1465 1584 1534 

Value of  FT with acoustic 

power of 1000 W (N) 

0.635 0.683 0.631 0.652 
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According to several papers, some physical effects are believed to be a result of radi-

ation force instead of thermal or cavitation mechanism which are discussed below. 

According to the research done by Lizzi et al. [19], the suggestion was proposed that 

blood vessels can be squeezed by radiation force, giving rising to eye choroid blanch-

ing before the thermal energy is enough to do any harm. In the experiment done by 

Dalecki et al. [20], pregnant mice’s abdomen was exposed to ultrasound waves sent 

from experimental lithotripter. Although amplitudes of the ultrasound waves were 

within the range of diagnostic ultrasound, the output powers involved were higher 

than the normal range. Hemorrhage was observed in fetal tissue that was close to 

cartilage (developing bone). The suggestion was proposed that radiation force can 

make developing bones move relatively to neighboring tissue. The hemorrhage was 

possibly the result of the relative shift. Another study [21] showed that by properly 

applying pulsed ultrasound with low intensity, fractures of bones can have a shorter 

period of healing in vivo. The suggestion was come up with that the acceleration of 

healing may have something to do with the radiation force exerted on the cellular 

system. Low intensity ultrasound can have other therapeutic functions, like improv-

ing the recovering of tissue especially at the early stage [22]. 

  

As for sensory effects, they are less understood because when cells respond to envi-

ronment forces, many complicated mechanisms are involved [23]. Cells respond so 

that they can avoid risks caused by radiation force. They do so by adapting their bio-

logical behaviors according to specific surroundings. It is suggested that molecular 

agent integrins can help cell membranes feel radiation force. In this way the cytoske-

leton can be associated with external forces, being capable of responding to radia-

tion force by changes of biological activities. The crucial threshold of shear force for 

biological reactions is around 1 Pa, which feels like some pieces of paper on the hand 

[24]. Thresholds suggested in other studies gave values of around 1 nN. Since the 

thresholds suggested are low enough, we have a good reason to believe that cells are 

capable of reacting to radiation force [5]. 

 

In this project, we didn’t take the factor of radiation force into consideration. The 

mechanism of radiation force is not understood well, leading to the difficult to study 

it directly. We just focused on thermal and inertial cavitation at current stage. How-

ever, the factor of radiation force should not be ignored. We must be aware that it 

can affect cells and tissue to some extent. And we may think about how to observe 

and analyze its affects in future.  
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3. Method 

3.1. Equipment 

3.1.1. Transducer 

Figure 5: The interface of the software used to control RITEC SNAP System (Ritec Inc, USA). Frequency, number 

of cycles in a pulse (burst width in cycles), window mode (modulation type) and phase are set here to excite the 

transducer to send desired ultrasound beam.  

 

A transducer is defined as advice which converts one type of energy to another. As 

for an ultrasound transducer, it translates electrical energy into mechanical one, in 

the form of acoustic waves, and vice versa. An ultrasound transducer is made up of 

three main parts, including the active element, backing area, and wear plate. 

 

The specific transducer conducted in the experiment is single crystal focused immer-

sion transducer of 2.25 MHz, bought from OLMPUS (Olympus®, Shinjuku, Tokyo, Ja-

pan), designed for non-destructive test. The beam diameter of the used transducer is 

around 13 mm. Immersion transducers provide less sensitivity oscillations because of 

uniform coupling in an aqueous environment. To focus a transducer, typically an ad-

dition of a lens or curving the transducer is required. The most popular method is the 

former one. 

 

The radiating transducer was driven to oscillation by a computer based system for 

Study of Nonlinear Acoustic Phenomena (SNAP). The system allows users to set exci-

tation frequency (f), number of cycles in a pulse(n) and pulse repetition fre-

quency(PRF) of emitting acoustic waves (see figure 5). It also allows us to change the 
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amplitude of the electrical signals that excite the transducer. More details will be 

provided in 3.1.4. RITEC SNAP System. 

 

3.1.2. Hydrophone 

We put a needle hydrophone to measure the shape of the ultrasound beam and get 

distributions of the ultrasound pressure within the beam area. A small piezoelectric 

component, the diameter of which is commonly 0.5 millimeter, makes up the core 

part of a hydrophone. The tip point of a needle hydrophone has small diameter so 

that it can be used to detect ultrasound beams spot by spot. When an ultrasound 

beam runs into a hydrophone, the oscillations of pressure make the piezoelectric 

element work so that the hydrophone is able to convert the mechanical signal to an 

electrical signal. The amplitude of the electrical signal is directly proportional to the 

amplitude of the ultrasound pressure. Simply squaring the acquired electrical signal 

by mathematical method, the result can be used to attain instantaneous intensity 

since they are directly proportional to each other. The hydrophone is calibrated by 

measuring their answers in an ultrasound wave where the amplitude of pressure and 

intensity are known. The hydrophone may detect the absolute ultrasound pressure 

and absolute ultrasound intensity at any single point in a beam.  

 

The specific hydrophone system conducted in the experiment is the HP series of Pre-

cision Acoustics Ltd. The HP series stands for High Performance Hydrophone Meas-

urement System, which has been designed to detect ultrasound pressure waveforms 

with high frequency, in an aqueous environment. It is usually used in evaluation of 

medical ultrasound field or assessment of transducer characterization. 

 

Figure 6: High Performance Hydrophone Measurement System from Precision Acoustics Ltd. A set of probes are 

available according to different experiment requirement. 
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A set of interchangeable probes are provided with the system in order that the users 

can measure ultrasound pressure waves with spatial averaging as small as possible, 

over a range from 10 kHz to 60 MHz (one property of PVDF (Polyvinylidene fluoride) 

hydrophones is wideband). 

 

The manufacturer supplies the hydrophone system with self-made calibration cer-

tificate. The specific probe we used is a needle with a diameter of 0.075 mm. The 

calibration condition is as follows: 

 

a. Water temperature  22-26 Deg C 

b. Water Treatment   De-ionized, de-gassed, filtered 

c. DC Supply Voltage   28 Volts 

d. Terminating Impedance  50 Ohms 

e. Fundamental Frequency  1.00MHz 

 

And data of the corresponding frequency response calibration shows that the sens i-

tivity of the specific hydrophone used in our project is 3.7 mV/MPa at the frequency 

of 2.0 MHz. 

 

The device Identifications are as follows: 

a. Hydrophone    1387 

b. Sensor type    Needle 

c. Sensor Diameter   0.075 mm 

d. Preamplifier SN   W424380-26 

e. DC Coupler SN   488 

 

3.1.3. Test Tank Specification 

Two different tanks are involved in the experiment to provide a water environment. 

They are in different size and shape but made of the same plastic material. The pic-

tures will give an indication of what is like (Figure 7(a) and Figure 12). 
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During the first phase of experiment (acquisition of parameters), we used the 

hydrophone to measure the ultrasound beam, in a system made of the bigger tank. 

Above the tank there is an electrical positioner with two axes (x, y) that are con-

trolled by computer and another axis (z) that is controlled manually. The ultrasound 

beam from the transducer is transmitted into water. The hydrophone is attached to 

the positioning device, which moves it about in the ultrasound beam. The hydro-

phone signal is recorded for various positions in the beam. L shaped mount suitable 

for needle hydrophones has been designed to align the needle hydrophone accu-

rately. 

 

Figure 7: (a) Big water tank with positioning device used in the first phase of experiment (acquisition of ultra-

sound field parameters). (b) The L shaped mount to attach the needle hydrophone. 

 

When it comes to the second phase of experiment (sending ultrasound to cells), we 

set the transducer in a small tank (Figure 12) in order to have an easier operation. 

Different from the first phase (acquisition of ultrasound field parameters), this time 

the transducer was placed vertically from below, the head towards the surface, de-

livering ultrasound beams towards the water surface. The temperature of water 

should be around 37°C, the surface of which should be as high as the distance of the 

focus length. Focus point located around the surface, it is interesting to see a dip 

caused by ultrasound wave there when the amplitude is high. Thereafter, a plastic 

container filled in with the box full of cells was put on the surface. Thus, the height of 

the surface would be appropriate so that the cells can be exposed to the focused 

point while the plastic container did not sink entirely so that there would be air cir-

culating through small holes on the container cap, for cells to breathe. 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 
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3.1.4. RITEC SNAP System 

The RITEC SNAP (Study of Nonlinear Acoustic Phenomena) System (RITEC Inc, USA) is 

an ultrasound measurement system which has been produced for ultrasound study 

and non-destructive evaluation of materials characteristics. The device not only 

demonstrates many extended interesting functions, but also performs as a brilliant 

tool for simple measurements such as attenuation examination and ultrasonic veloc-

ity evaluation. 

 

By controlling SNAP system, we can send appropriate electrical signals to the trans-

ducer, so that the transducer could work as we want, sending desired ultrasound 

beams. To put it another way, SNAP system could decide the freque ncy, PRF, number 

of cycles in a pulse, phase and shape of ultrasound waves generated by the trans-

ducer.  

 

Figure 8: The main part of RITEC SNAP System. 

 

3.1.5. Stepped attenuators 

The SNAP system would generate a pulse to drive the transducer. In order to control 

the amplitude of the ultrasound wave, we control the amplitude of the pulse, by put-

ting stepped attenuators between the SNAP system and the transducer, so that be-

fore the pulse signal get to the transducer its amplitude will be altered by stepped 

attenuators. Since the amplitude of ultrasound beams is proportional to the ampli-

tude of the electrical signal which excites the transducer, we here control the ampli-

tude of the acoustic beams. 

 

We have two different attenuator connected together. One could have an attenua-

tion effect up to 7 dB, the other up to 40 dB. Operating properly, we could get an 
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attenuator value from 0 dB to 47 dB. 

 

RA-31 (7 dB) 

Three high-power attenuators which 

can be switched in or out by hand-

made up theRA-31.A minimum of 1 

dB increase up to a maximum of 7dB 

increase is allowed to be operated. 

When it comes to nonlinear meas-

urements, it can be helpful to step 

the output level like this. Pulse 

power exceeding 5 KW and an aver-

age power of 5 W are within control 

by RA-31. It maintains attenuation 

properties up to around 50 MHz 

where the accuracy is around 5 per-

cent. 

RA-32 (40 dB) 

Three high-power attenuators which can be switched in or out by handmade up 

theRA-32.A minimum of 8 dB increase up to a maximum of 40 dB increase is allowed 

to be operated. Pulse power exceeding 5 KW and an average power of several W are 

within control by RA-32. It maintains attenuation properties up to around 50 MHz 

where the accuracy is around 5 percent.  

 

3.1.6. Overview of the whole system 

When every part has been assembled, and the power turned on, the pulse would be 

generated from RITEC SNAP System, which is controlled by putting in frequency, 

number of cycles in a pulse, PRF, window mode (shape) and phase. Then the pulse 

would travel through stepped attenuator, being attenuated, and arrive at the trans-

ducer to generate desired ultrasound waves.  

 

During the first phase (acquisition of parameters), the hydrophone is located at the 

desired position to detect waves we send, and the waves can be seen by eyes in the 

oscilloscope screen connected to the hydrophone. 

 

During the second phase (sending ultrasound to cells), there is no hydrophone be-

cause all the ultrasound beams are known for their parameters. We simply send the 

beams to cells, which was done in the smaller tank. 

Figure 9: Stepped attenuator RA-31 connected to 

stepped attenuator RA-32 to function as an attenuator 

with attenuation effect from 0 dB to 47 dB. 
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3.1.7. Notes about set up 

Attention should be paid while assembling the whole experimental system, since the 

devices can be fragile and expensive. The hydrophone is especially vulnerable to any 

kind of damage because of its high sensitivity. Users must take extreme care of the 

interchangeable probes. The sensors on the tip of the probes are especially delicate 

so that users should not touch them by hand. Just rinse probes in distilled water 

carefully when it is necessary to clean the tips. 

 

Another thing that should be taken care of is that the water filled in the tank should 

be degassed and deionized. If gas exists in water, it may result in bubbles, which 

would influence what will finally arrive at the focus point. If ions exist, they may hin-

der the hydrophone’s normal work. The transducer works as a capacitor, which 

changes electricity power to mechanical one, or vice versa so it would easily be in-

fluenced by ions. What’s more, ions or salt may even do some pollution and damage 

to the structure of the hydrophone. Thus, it is a required environment that pure wa-

ter without salt, i.e. degassed and deionized, should be poured into the tank.  

3.2. Acquisition of parameters 

Before acquiring batch data about groups of ultrasound beams, first all the equip-

ment should work effectively. We send certain ultrasound beam to the hydrophone, 

observing the corresponding wave on the oscilloscope. Thereafter we will locate the 

focus point, by changing the position of the hydrophone mounted on the positioner 

until the biggest waveform shows up in the screen. The extending line of the hydro-

phone now will meet the transducer right in the center point. The distance, z, from 

this point to the tip of the hydrophone, through which the acoustic wave travels, is 

measured as 5 centimeter.  

 

After making sure of the value of z, another distance, d-6, should be noted down for 

further calculation. d-6 is the -6 dB beam diameter. We move the hydrophone to de-

viate the center point of the transducer, until the amplitude on the oscilloscope is 

halved. Double the length from the focus point to the point where the tip of the 

hydrophone now is, and we get value of d-6, which is 0.2901 centimeter.  

 

The hydrophone is supposed to be moved back to the focus point. We record all the 

necessary data at this focus point, so the position of the equipment must remain the 

same for subsequent work.  
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Frequency: 

2.25 MHz 

PRF—pulse 

repetition 

frequency 

n—number of 

cycles in a 

pulse:6, 8, 10 

12 

Phase: 

0, 180 

Window mode 

(shape): han-

ning, 

rectangle 

Amplitude in 

dB: 0, 1, 2, 3, 

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 

10, 11, 12, 13, 

Peak negative 

pressure 

Peak positive 

pressure 

Isptp Isppa 

Ispta Wo MI TI 

14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46 dB 

ρ–density of water:  

998.2071 kg/m3  

--speed of sound in water: 

1480m/s  

--attenuation 

factor 

--focus distance: 5 cm d-6—beam diameter: 0.2901 cm  

M—end of cable sensitivity: 

3.7 mV/MPa 

--intensity response factor, 

in units of V2W-1 cm2 

 

v+-- 

Compressional 

peak voltage 

value 

v--- 

Rarefactional 

peak voltage 

value 

Emax, PD, 

VTP,t0.1, t0.9, 

  

Table 3: All involved parameters. The orange ones are set to send corresponding ul trasound beam. The yellow 

one is controlled by the s tepped attenuators , which also decides characteris tics  of sent ul trasound beam. The 

blue ones are used to be analyzed draw curves and predict what the corresponding ul trasound wave may bring 

about on the cells. The green ones are used for calculating the blue ones . 

 

Through the literature study, there are many parameters to deal with, as is presented 

in Table 3. The orange parameters are set by RITEC SNAP System, and the yellow one 

is set by the stepped attenuators. We could decide these six by entering numbers or 

switching the attenuators and get the desired acoustic beam. The blue ones are what 

we want to estimate, which may have direct relation with the harm on cells. We 

would like to study these eight, associating with specific values of the orange and 

yellow parameters, so that we could know how the basic characteristics may affect 

the biological effect of ultrasound. The parameters in green are used for calculating 

the eight ones. Some of the green data are measured, such as , d-6 . Some are 

constants attained from books, like , ρ. Some are from the data recorded by the 

hydrophone, e.g. v+, v-. Some are just intermediate data, calculated from some pa-

rameters, used for get the blue parameters, for example: Emax, PD. More detailed 

description will be discussed below. 

 

To put it simply, we set six parameters (orange and yellow in color), and by detecting 

the acoustic waves and processing the data, we obtain the blue parameters desired. 

c 

z

2

fK

z

c
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For each ultrasound beam, the value of these parameters is determined, as is 

showed in Table 4. 

 

Frequency: 

2.25 MHz 

PRF: 

100 Hz 

n: 

10 

Phase: 

0 

shape:  

rectangle 

Amplitude in 

dB: 0dB 

Peak negative 

pressure: 

2.52 MPa 

Peak positive 

pressure: 

12.41 Mpa 

Isptp: 

10428 W/cm2  

Isppa: 

716 W/cm2 

Ispta: 

0.318 W/cm2  

Wo: 

20.99 mW 

MI: 

1.68 

TI: 

0.225 

Table 4: An example of the parameters of one specific ultrasound beam. 

 

We’d like to change the value of one of the first six parameters each time, and get 

the corresponding result of the blue ones. Because of the time limitation, we kept 

the frequency at 2.25 MHz in this project, more variation of which will be studied in 

future. We would not change PRF physically too, because the literature shows that 

the change of PRF only leads to changes of Ispta, Wo, TI and they all vary in proportion. 

As a result it is acceptable to do just theoretic calculation. 

 

Therefore, we only change 4 of the first six parameters, including n, phase, shape and 

amplitude in dB. We set 4 different values for n to change, 2 different types for phase, 

2 for window mode (shape) and 31 for amplitude in dB, as is presented in Table 3.  

 

Since we change the value of amplitude in dB in the part of stepped attenuators, 

while we change other three at the very beginning by entering data into SNAP system, 

it is convenient to determine other three parameters first, while change the ampli-

tude in dB from 0 to 46 at a time, and record corresponding ultrasonic wave informa-

tion in the oscilloscope.   

 

Six groups of n, phase and shape are determined: 

 

1. n=10, mode=rectangle, phase=0 

2. n=10, mode=hanning, phase=0 

3. n=10, mode=rectangle, phase=180 

4. n=6, mode=rectangle, phase=0 

5. n=8, mode=rectangle, phase=0 

6. n=12, mode=rectangle, phase=0 
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It is clear that the first group is taken as a standard, which is similar to all other 

groups except for a different value of one of the factors. For example, if we get dif-

ferent results (blue parameters) from group 1 and group 2, then the differences 

probably come from the only one different factor between these two groups, which 

is the window mode (shape), and then we can tell whether rectangle or hanning 

mode might cause more serious damage to cells. 

 

For each group, n, phase and shape are determined. We operate the stepped at-

tenuators to change the amplitude, and record the information of corresponding 

ultrasound wave for 31 times, from 0 dB to 46 dB (no regular intervals). The informa-

tion is measured by hydrophone and recorded in oscilloscope. 

 

Using the hydrophone we can detect ultrasound wave emitted from the transducer, 

and using the oscilloscope wired to the hydrophone, we can see the wave form di-

rectly on the screen. Ten cycles sinusoidal wave will appear there under the circum-

stance of the first group (n=10, mode=rectangle, phase=0). And the wave just be-

comes bigger or smaller as we operate on the pulse attenuator.  

 

186 (6 multiplied by 31) sets of data are stored. For each set of data, two sheets of 

excel are automatically created, one for time domain wave information, one for fre-

quency domain wave information. All the data will be extracted and analyzed later. 

3.3 Analysis of parameters 

One point in this project should be noticed is that we have assumed the ultrasound 

wave to be a plane progressive wave, because of which instantaneous intensity can 

be regarded to be directly proportional to the square of the ultrasound pressure am-

plitude.
 

stands for intensity response factor, in unit of V2W-1cm2. It is employed 

when the hydrophone is calibrated in water, instead of the end-of-cable sensitivity M 

(the ratio of the amplitude of the electricity signal to the amplitude of the acoustic 

pressure). According to the assumption of plane progressive wave,  is associated 

to M in V/Pa in the equation below:  

(V2W-1 cm2) 

stands for the water density in kg/m3 and means the acoustic beam speed in 

water in unit of m/s. From the time domain wave information sheets we recorded, 

we can get the amplitude, varying as time goes, of acoustic beams in units of voltage. 

By simply calculation in association with the sensitivity of hydrophone, the amplitude 

in Pa could be restored. Following instructions are the specific procedures to obtain 

final parameters in blue (Table 3). 

2

fK

2

fK

2 4 210fK cM

 c
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1. Get the maximum value (v+) and the minimum value (v-) from each waveform 

file.  

(Note that these files recorded electrical signals generated by the hydro-

phone.) 

2. Find out the larger one of v+ and |v-|, which is taken as VTP. 

3. Compute: 

positive peak pressure=  (Pa) 

[Note that M is in unit of V/Pa (the unit is different when we get it from the 

calibration certificate). ] 

4. Compute: 

negative peak pressure =  (Pa) 

5. Compute: 

Isptp = ( ) 

(Note that  is in unit ofV2W-1 cm2.) 

6. Calculate integral of square of waveform as a function of time. The integrated 

waveform is noted down as E(t). 

7. Measure the final value of E(t) in unit of volts squared-seconds(V2s).The result 

is called Emax. 

8. Calculate rise time of the integrated waveform: tr=t0.9-t0.1 (s).  

[Note that E(t0.9)=0.9*Emax and E(t0.1)=0.1*Emax.] 

9. Multiply the tr by 1.25 to obtain the pulse duration, PD. 

10. Compute: 

Isppa = Emax/( ∗ PD) ( ) 

11. Compute: 

Ispta = Isppa ∗ PD ∗ PRF ( )  

(Note that this equation is valid under the condition that the beam is in fixed 

location. PRF means the pulse repetition frequency, in unit of Hz.) 

12. Compute (mechanical index): 

 
(Note that CMI equals 1 MPa*MHz -1/2; Pr.3stands for the attenuated peak 

rarefactional pressure in unit of MPa; and fc means the acoustic working fre-

quency in unit of MHz.) 

13. Compute(output power of the transducer):  

 

(Note that d-6 stands for beam diameter in unit of cm.)  

/v M

| | /v M

2 2/TP fV K 2/W cm

2

fK

2

fK 2/W cm

2/W cm

.3r

MI c

p
MI

C f


2

6

4
o spta

d
W I
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14. Compute (thermal index): 

 

(Note that CTIS equals 210 mW MHz.) 

 

In consideration of the large amount of data, MATLAB programming will be preferred 

to avoid manual work, which can be time consuming and error-prone. Repetitive 

labor work does not suit especially well for statistical analysis. It is desirable to de-

velop better and more efficient software to get a quicker answer about the specific 

parameters we want. 

 

Two versions of software are wanted. The first is the basic one, as is showed in Figure 

10. We press the File button to select which data sheet to deal with. Once the selec-

tion is done, the software would run automatically, doing calculation as specified in 

the instructions step by step, giving us results of all involved parameters. Software 

version 1 being run once, desired results of a single data sheet of all186 sets would 

be achieved. 

 

In order to avoid manually working with so many results, the second version of soft-

ware is developed on the basis of version one. Software version 2 would read all 186 

sets of data one by one. Every time it reads one of the data sheets, it would call 

software version 1, get the results, and record values of eight blue parameters in files 

designated.  

 

After acquiring the results, we could deal with them in EXCEL. As is mentioned sec-

tion 3.3, there are 6 groups there. Eight figures could be drawn for each of them, x 

axis standing for amplitude in dB, y axis representing one of the eight parameters in 

blue. We would like to know how the blue eight parameters would vary as amplitude 

change so that we make the amplitude in dB x axis. We also want to investigate how 

the change of n, phase or shape would affect the eight blue parameters so we put 

the corresponding figures in the same coordinate, as is showed in results section. 

 

 

o c

TIS

W f
TI

C
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Figure 10: User interface of software version 1. The example of data is the same as showed in Table 4.All the x 

axes are in unit of second. (a) Figure of original data, drawn according to the electricity signals converted by the 

hydrophone. Axis y is in unit of Volt. (b) Calibrated data. We removed a small constant noise signal generated by 

the oscilloscope. Axis y is in unit of Volt. (c) Square of original data. Axis y is in unit of volt square. (d) Integral of 

square of original data. Axis y is in unit of V2S. 

 

3.4. Sending ultrasound to cells 

After overall analysis of all the 186 sets of acoustic beams, we are ready to expose 

cells to ultrasound. This is the second phase of the experiment (sending ultrasound 

beams to cells), and the smaller tank is used. The transducer was placed vertically, 

delivering ultrasound beams towards the water surface. The temperature of water 

should be around 37°C, the surface of which should be as high as the distance of the 

focus length. Focus point located around the surface. A plastic container full of cells 

was put on the surface.  
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Figure 11: The second phase of the experiment: sending ultrasound to cells. 

 

To begin with, five sets of ultrasound waves are sent to five plastic boxes of cells re-

spectively (half a million cells in each box). Each box should be exposed to corre-

sponding ultrasound for 1 minute. The orange parameters of the beams would be 

fixed, with amplitude in dB ranging from 0 dB to 30 dB. We would observe how the 

cells in all six boxes (five experimental box plus one control box) react and then de-

cide which of the 186 sets of beams to send next. We chose these from all 186 sets 

of ultrasound beams to do a pilot study to support our idea. We chose 0 dB so to get 

the most powerful output. And we want to see which level of power might do ap-

propriate harm to cells so we make the orange parameters the same, just changing 

the attenuation level gradually. We expected that some serious damage may appear 

between the 10 dB and 30 dB sets. However, the results are not quite apparent, as 

discussed in section 4.2. 

 

Frequency: 

2.25 MHz 

PRF: 

500 Hz 

n: 

12 

Phase: 

0 

shape:  

rectangle 

Amplitude in dB: 0, 2, 10, 20, 30 dB  

 

Table 5: Five beams as a standard.PRF means pulse repetition frequency.  
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x_dB 

(dB) 

PNP 

(MPa) 

PPP 

(MPa) 

Isptp  

(W/cm
2
) 

Isppa 

(W/cm
2
) 

Ispta 

(W/cm
2
) 

Wo  

(mW) 

MI TI 

0 2.516 12.571 10697.510 758.107 0.3887 25.680 1.677 0.2751 

2 2.265 12.041 9814.554 695.953 0.3561 23.528 1.510 0.2520 

10 1.435 4.505 1374.047 179.217 0.0948 6.269 0.957 0.0671 

20 0.591 0.802 43.549 14.912 0.0078 0.519 0.394 0.0055 

30 0.226 0.235 3.742 1.388 0.0007 0.047 0.151 0.0005 

control 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Table 6: X_dB stands for attenuation of amplitude in dB.PNP means peak negative pressure, in unit of Pa. PPP 

means peak positive pressure, in unit of Pa. Isptp means spatial-peak-temporal-peak intensity, in unit of W/cm2. 

Isppa means spatial-peak-pulse-average intensity, in unit of W/cm2.Ispta means spatial-peak-temporal-average 

intensity, in unit of W/cm2. Wo means output power, in unit of mW. MI means mechanical index. TI means ther-

mal index. The other setting is the orange part in Table 5. 

 

3.5. Cells and viability assays 

We took K562 cells as tested cells, which is a cell line of human chronic myelogenous  

leukemia. This cell line has been well developed as a model system to study the dif-

ferentiation of leukemia. K562 cells were extracted from a patient’s pleural effusion. 

The patient suffered from chronic myelogenous leukemia in blast crisis. It has been 

broadly showed that by different differentiation inducers, K562 cells can be induced 

to differentiate towards lineages like megakaryocyte and erythroid. The K562 cell line 

was purchased from ATCC (LGC Promochrm Ab, Boras, Sweden). Cells were cultured 

in complete RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bo-

vine serum (FBS) at 37°C in 95% humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere.  

 

Both trypan blue (from R&D system Inc (Minneapolis, MN, USA) and used in a final 

concentration of 10%) and resazurin viability assays (used in a final concentration of 

0.2%, from Invitrogen AB, (Stockholm Sweden)). are used to evaluate the ultra-

sound-induced effect on the cells, i.e. cell deaths and growth. Trypan blue aims on 

measuring the effect of death while resazurin is used for see how fast the cells pro-

liferate (viability). The mechanism will be discussed in details below. 

 

When it comes to differentiate dead cells from alive ones, Trypan blue as a vital stain, 

is very helpful, which can color only dead cells to be blue. Alive cells have intact 

membranes, which perform a selection function to choose the materials that can 

pass them. Intact membranes refuse to let trypan blue passes so that alive cells can-

not be colored by this stain. However, membranes of dead cells lose many of their 

functions, thus allowing trypan blue to traverse. In this way, trypan blue can be ab-

sorbed only by dead cells, making them outstanding among all cells. This staining 
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technique is expressed as a dye exclusion method because live cells are not colored.  

 

Resazurin is also a blue dye. It will not be fluorescent until it is reduced to resorufin, 

which is pink colored and highly red fluorescent. When it comes to cell viability as-

says, Resazurin is commonly employed to indicate oxidation reduction. And it is 

commercially available like sodium salt. Resazurin solution has a high Kreft's dichro-

maticity index, which means when the concentration of observed sample varies, ob-

served colour hue can change in a large range [25]. Resazurin demonstrates brilliant 

correlation to reference viability assays, and it is easy using as well as safe handling 

for users. 

4. Results 

4.1. Figures based on the calculation results 

4.1.1. Effect of initial phase 

 
(b) (a) 

(c) (d) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dichromaticity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dichromaticity
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Figure 12: (a)–peak negative pressure (b)- peak positive pressure (c)- spatial peak temporal peak intensity 

(d)-spatial peak pulse average intensity (e)-spatial peak temporal average intensity (f)-output power (g)-MI (h)-TI 

with respect to the amplitude of the excitation electrical signal in dB. Blue curve stands for phase 0 while red curve 

stands for phase 18 (n=10, window =rectangle, PRF=100 Hz ). 

 

Figure 12 shows the differences resulting from the change of phase only. It is inter-

esting that when the amplitude in dB is bigger than around 8 dB the curves of phase 

0 and 180 nearly appear as one, but when the amplitude in dB is smaller there are 

obvious differences. From 0 dB to around 8 dB, the peak negative pressure of phase 

180 group is higher, which leads to a higher Mechanical Index, too. It could thus be 

inferred that in the subsequent experiment, the group of phase 180 may probably 

get a higher chance of causing mechanical damage to the cells.  

 

 

 

(g) (h) 

(e) (f) 
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4.1.2. Effect of modulation window function 

 

 

 

(b) (a) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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Figure 13: (a)–peak negative pressure (b)- peak positive pressure (c)- spatial peak temporal peak intensity 

(d)-spatial peak pulse average intensity (e)-spatial peak temporal average intensity (f)-output power (g)-MI (h)-TI 

with respect to the amplitude of the excitation electrical signal in dB. Blue curve stands for hanning window while 

red curve stands for rectangle window (n=10, phase=0, PRF=100 Hz ). 

 

Figure 13 tells us that the rectangle window might intend to have a more serious 

bioeffect than the hanning window may do. As can be seen, the red curves in all 

eight figures are above the blue ones most of the time. The value of red curve is 

nearly the twice of the blue one in the figures related to Ispta, Wo and Thermal Index. 

Therefore we have a good reason to expect a higher death rate of cells in group of 

rectangle mode. 

 

4.1.3. Effect of pulse duration 

(g) (h) 

(b) (a) 
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Figure 14: (a)–peak negative pressure (b)- peak positive pressure (c)- spatial peak temporal peak intensity 

(d)-spatial peak pulse average intensity (e)-spatial peak temporal average intensity (f)-output power (g)-MI (h)-TI 

with respect to the amplitude of the excitation electrical signal in dB. Curves in different color stand for different 

number of cycles in a pulse (window =rectangle, phase=0, PRF=100 Hz). 

(e) (f) 

(g) (h) 

(c) (d) 
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Figure 14 was made for comparing the number of cycles in every pulse. In half of the 

figures all the curves overlap each other so well that it seems there is just one. Yet in 

figures of Ispta, Wo and Thermal Index, we can see a beautiful ladder-like distribution 

there. From the plots we can see that the differences between each neighboring two 

curves are pretty same. It totally make match what can be concluded from the theory. 

Since the duration time of every cycle remains the same, as a reciprocal of the fre-

quency, the number of cycles in a pulse will be proportional to the duration time of 

the whole pulse. So the bigger the n is, the longer the pulse duration is, leading to a 

higher Ispta, Wo as well as TI. As a result, cells may get more damage in the group 

when n is bigger. 

 

4.1.4. Effect of pulse repetition frequency 

 

(b) (a) 

(c) (d) 
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Figure 15: (a)–peak negative pressure (b)- peak positive pressure (c)- spatial peak temporal peak intensity 

(d)-spatial peak pulse average intensity (e)-spatial peak temporal average intensity (f)-output power (g)-MI (h)-TI 

with respect to the amplitude of the excitation electrical signal in dB. Curves in different color stand for different 

values of PRF (n=10, window =rectangle, phase=0 ). 

 

Figure 15 was made for comparing the different pulse repetition frequency. Instead 

of really setting different PRF when we send the ultrasound to the hydrophone, we 

simply play some tricks during post calculation. According to the literature, the pa-

rameter PRF is only associated with 3 of the 8 desired parameters (in blue, see Table 

3), which are Ispta, Wo, TI. From step 11, 13 and 14 of the specific instructions to ob-

tain final parameters we know that PRF is directly proportional to the latter three 

parameters. The figures drawn can act as a convenient guide when further experi-

ment is required. 

 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

(g) (h) 
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4.2. Results of cell viability assays 

 Immediate effect   

 Fluorescence  Viability (%)  

Control 48800 100  

30 dB 35424 73  

20 dB 34878 71  

10 dB 32353 66  

2dB 33933 70  

0dB 27568 56  

Cells viability are  partially affected  

    
 24 h   

 Fluorescence  Viability (%)  

Control 47179 100  

30 dB 40295 85  

20 dB 47336 100  

10 dB 44630 95  

2dB 41650 88  

0dB 39915 85  

    
Cells viability are almost recovered  

Table 6: Results of cells after being exposed to standard ultrasound beam. Count in Resazurin. 

 

     

Count in trypan blue vital stain  

 Immediate effect    

 Viable  dead Viability % Total count (million /ml 

Control 47 2 95.9 0.49 

30 dB 53 1 98 0.54 

20 dB 41 2 95.4 0.43 

10 dB 48 1 98 0.49 

2dB 60 0 100 0.6 

0 dB 52 1 98 0.53 

     
 24 h   

 Viable  dead Viability % Total count (million cells /ml 

Control 114 0 100 1.14 

30 dB 116 0 100 1.16 

20 dB 103 1 99 1.04 

10 dB 116 2 98 1.18 

2dB 100 0 100 1 

0 dB 104 0 100 1.04 

Table 7: Results of cells after being exposed to standard ultrasound beam. Count in trypan blue vital stain. 
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4.2.1. Immediate effect 

Cells were counted for viability in trypan blue and the results revealed that no deadly 

effect was induced by the experiment procedure on the cells. However, Resazurin 

viability assay conducted after 2 hours showed partial reduction of the cell viability 

up to 50%, the higher exposure pressure the less cell growth, with effects even at low 

pressures compared to the control (the control group was just kept aside with no 

ultrasound exposure). Viability is defined as the speed of proliferation of cells. 

4.2.2. Delayed effect (24h after exposure) 

The result in trypan blue shows that no deadly damage to cell membrane was ob-

served and Resazurin assay showed that the cells viability recovered up to 85%.  

 

5. Conclusions 
With our in vitro setup and in-house-produced calculations we produced ultrasound 

pulses that had biological effects on cell viability and growth. The figures drawn 

based on calculation of ultrasound field parameters match the theory well. They can 

further guide us to choose appropriate ultrasound beam in future study.  

 

As for the pilot cell experiment, there was an immediate effect on the exposed cells 

viability but the cells were able to overcome it. Since the death rate is not significant 

after being exposed to the most powerful ultrasound beam of the 186 ultrasound 

data pool, the exposure time should be longer than 1 minute in future work. An al-

ternative solution is that cells can put in a smaller box, or in a 96 WELL PLATE FOR 

EXAMPLE, so that all the cells can be near the focus point instead of being far away in 

some corner of the bigger box. 

 

6. Limitations of the current study 

6.1. Parameters measured only once 

There might be some deviation from the true result because of limited measuring 

times. Not only the focus point, but also d-6 and all the batch data, are recorded only 

once so that the values of the recorded parameters may be affected by some un-

known factor, or even human error caused by improper operation. The position of 

hydrophone may not be as close to the focus point as is expected.  
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6.2. Probe calibration 

The calibration job of the hydrophone has been done (4 years ago instead of recom-

mended annual check) so that the sensitivity result we use may have some small 

error. As for the sensitivity of the hydrophone, we only have the value corresponding 

to integral frequency, such as 1 MHz, 2 MHz. So the value of M, 3.7 mV/MPa, is devi-

ating from the exact value to some extent.  

6.3. Approximation of parameters 

The approximation of some parameters might lead to inaccuracy. For example, the 

speed of sound is specified to 1480 m/s, under the condition of 20°C at 1 atm pres-

sure while the actual condition of the lab room might differ a little. The difference is 

not very much but still a contributing factor. The same consideration applies to den-

sity of water, too. 

 

Another concern is aroused when it comes to the attenuation factor. All calculations 

are based upon measurements of the acoustic pressure in water. The tissue is mod-

elled with uniform, homogeneous attenuating properties, with an attenuation coeffi-

cient of 0.3 dB cm⁻1 MHz⁻1. The selection of this value for attenuation coefficient, 

which is lower than the average for soft tissues alone, is justified by the view that it 

safely takes account of propagation through both soft tissue (with a slightly higher 

loss) and fluids (with lower loss). On average this method should overestimate the 

local exposure. Whilst this may be generally true, it must also be emphasized that in 

situ exposures estimated using this very simple model can only be taken as gross 

approximations to actual exposures. 

6.4. Ignorance of radiation force 

Compared with thermal and cavitational effects, radiation force contributes less to 

the potential damage. When there is no presence of contrast agents, shear forces 

caused by radiation force can appear at the border of the fluid stream, but only in 

low values, which are far from significant to do cells any damage.  

 

On the other hand, suggestions have been given in many studies that radiation force 

is very likely to give rise to both physical effects as well as sensory effects, although 

related mechanisms are neither yet fully understood nor totally verified. 

 

In the current study we just focus on thermal and mechanical effects, which may lead 

to somewhat inaccuracy in the end.  
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7. Concluding remarks and future work 

This project is a preliminary study to prepare for future cell experiment. Based on 

related literature study, necessary background knowledge is presented comprehen-

sively. Important parameters were recorded from desired ultrasound beams, and 

analyzed in a logical way. Corresponding curves were plotted, and reasonably poi-

soned together in same coordinates to give a visual display so the relations between 

important parameters are better understood. What ’s more, a standard ultrasound 

beam was sent to K562 human chronic myelogenous leukemia cell line, from the re-

sult of which we acquired more information about ultrasound-induced effects. With 

this pilot trial, we know better how to do with the cells in subsequent work. With 

longer exposure time or a smaller cell boxes, more considerable death rate may oc-

cur. 

 

Cells are affected by many factors, which should be studied further. The experiment 

condition should be controlled more strictly to avoid undesired influence. And more 

attention should be paid to different behaviors of cells after exposure. In the stan-

dard ultrasound beam experiment, we only cared about how the viability of cells 

varied after exposure, which is just a very first step of cell study. Abnormality as well 

as other serious physiological disability of cells can appear after ultrasound exposure, 

while the cells are still alive.  

 

There are several probable behaviours, including damages of cell membrane, cell 

differentiation facilitation, induced proliferation and adhesion of mesenchynmal 

stem cells. Another probable behaviour is sonoporation, which means cell mem-

branes are transiently permeable, facilitating delivering macromolecules to transmit 

them.   

 

There are 186 sets of ultrasound beam for future use. We can send them all to cells, 

or just choose some of them. It depends on specific plans and further results. Actu-

ally, there are other interesting studies other than cells. Researchers from the anes-

thesiology department and radiology department at the University of Arizona Medi-

cal Center in Tucson (AuntMinnie.com ,2013) found a considerable enhancement in the 

mood of volunteers suffering from chronic pain after transcranial ultrasound expo-

sure. The potential of transcranial ultrasound stimulation to improve mood is very 

interesting and needs further exposure. 

 

 

http://auntminnie.com/
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Appendix 

I Results acquired from MATLAB software calculation 

n=10, phase=0, window mode=rectangle, 

 PRF=100 Hz 

x_db PNP PPP Isptp Isppa 

0 2520270 12412163 10428.28 715.5071 

1 2393159 12228464 10121.89 688.599 

2 2274916 12021960 9782.913 653.837 

3 2163007 11641048 9172.797 617.5328 

4 2114443 11309967 8658.453 589.5899 

5 2053632 10755490 7830.294 543.6995 

6 1962416 9953970 6706.722 482.0985 

7 1833193 8988598 5468.92 406.1501 

8 1659628 7254646 3562.46 304.1281 

9 1536740 5681588 2185.029 231.7022 

10 1423987 4489232 1364.149 177.4437 

11 1322424 3573691 864.4734 135.5751 

12 1224324 2824071 539.8447 102.7297 

13 1100507 2379223 383.1669 79.39359 

14 1033024 1981841 265.8614 62.57468 

16 869172.3 1429476 138.3157 38.81718 

18 716511.8 1059164 75.93534 24.3032 

20 595650.4 773902 40.54055 14.85567 

22 477027 615329.4 25.62908 9.346193 

24 370312.5 468876.7 14.8811 5.448081 

26 311739.9 377153.7 9.628407 3.458269 

28 252576 295397 5.906493 2.146487 

30 220016.9 220734.8 3.298065 1.373094 

32 176351.4 186951 2.365774 0.875534 

34 148775.3 152238.2 1.56879 0.553133 

36 107516.9 134839.5 1.2307 0.33826 

38 96748.32 106503.4 0.767793 0.219477 

40 105827.7 70228.03 0.758082 0.149123 

42 66934.13 68369.93 0.316408 0.087527 

44 57010.14 72086.15 0.35174 0.053529 

46 58614.87 60684.12 0.249269 0.038435 

Table 8: Results acquired from MATLAB calculation. The setting is as shown in the first row. PRF means pulse 

repetition frequency. X_dB stands for attenuation of amplitude in dB. PNP means peak negative pressure, in unit 

of Pa. PPP means peak positive pressure, in unit of Pa. Isptp means spatial-peak-temporal-peak intensity, in unit 

of W/cm2. Isppa means spatial-peak-pulse-average intensity, in unit of W/cm2. 
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n=10, phase=0, window mode=rectangle, 

 PRF=100 Hz 

x_db Ispta Wo MI TI 

0 715.5071 20.99938 1.68018 0.224993 

1 688.599 20.24377 1.595439 0.216898 

2 653.837 19.427 1.51661 0.208146 

3 617.5328 18.34832 1.442005 0.196589 

4 589.5899 17.52781 1.409628 0.187798 

5 543.6995 16.16354 1.369088 0.173181 

6 482.0985 14.32425 1.308277 0.153474 

7 406.1501 12.06094 1.222128 0.129224 

8 304.1281 8.895702 1.106419 0.095311 

9 231.7022 6.735161 1.024493 0.072162 

10 177.4437 5.137449 0.949324 0.055044 

11 135.5751 3.916291 0.881616 0.04196 

12 102.7297 2.955623 0.816216 0.031667 

13 79.39359 2.282913 0.733671 0.02446 

14 62.57468 1.794128 0.688682 0.019223 

16 38.81718 1.111035 0.579448 0.011904 

18 24.3032 0.694809 0.477675 0.007444 

20 14.85567 0.424467 0.3971 0.004548 

22 9.346193 0.266583 0.318018 0.002856 

24 5.448081 0.155396 0.246875 0.001665 

26 3.458269 0.098755 0.207827 0.001058 

28 2.146487 0.061295 0.168384 0.000657 

30 1.373094 0.039482 0.146678 0.000423 

32 0.875534 0.025175 0.117568 0.00027 

34 0.553133 0.015905 0.099184 0.00017 

36 0.33826 0.010028 0.071678 0.000107 

38 0.219477 0.006496 0.064499 6.96E-05 

40 0.149123 0.005022 0.070552 5.38E-05 

42 0.087527 0.002666 0.044623 2.86E-05 

44 0.053529 0.001753 0.038007 1.88E-05 

46 0.038435 0.001409 0.039077 1.51E-05 

Table 9: Results acquired from MATLAB calculation. The setting is the same as Table 8. PRF means pulse repeti-

tion frequency. X_dB stands for attenuation of amplitude in dB.  Ispta means spatial-peak-temporal-average inten-

sity, in unit of W/cm2. Wo means  output power, in unit of mW. MI means mechanical index. TI means  thermal 

index. 
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n=10, phase=0, window mode=hanning, 

 PRF=100 Hz 

x_db PNP PPP Isptp Isppa 

0 2321791 11964528 9689.665 751.7091 

1 2195946 11732686 9317.782 696.2822 

2 2136402 11415119 8820.201 640.0964 

3 2072213 11137670 8396.655 579.5861 

4 2045186 10688767 7733.443 507.0918 

5 1935389 10085727 6885.445 432.231 

6 1843750 9178632 5702.609 359.5434 

7 1729307 7889992 4213.769 285.7033 

8 1575591 5912374 2366.145 203.4553 

9 1468117 4633657 1453.334 156.0623 

10 1316089 3713049 933.2093 119.958 

11 1217483 3003379 610.5733 92.4134 

12 1145355 2415541 394.9538 71.18963 

13 1044848 1998818 270.4357 55.23251 

14 953969.6 1695017 194.4759 43.6533 

16 802280.4 1225169 101.6037 27.24328 

18 672212.9 921494.9 57.47825 17.26332 

20 548690.9 695059.1 32.70101 10.52584 

22 457728.1 543496.6 19.99454 7.02647 

24 352491.6 402407.1 10.96097 3.889773 

26 294721.3 316300.7 6.772014 2.487441 

28 244341.2 250633.4 4.252024 1.517396 

30 221832.8 192187.5 3.330958 0.929357 

32 165371.6 161106.4 1.851142 0.594155 

34 142060.8 122719.6 1.366049 0.366075 

36 118623.3 101900.3 0.952484 0.190897 

38 105954.4 80236.48 0.759899 0.099096 

40 90287.17 62288.84 0.551785 0.054473 

42 90413.86 47170.6 0.553334 0.04926 

44 63429.07 41596.27 0.272329 0.035985 

46 75717.92 30701 0.388074 0.034914 

Table 10: Results acquired from MATLAB calculation. The setting is as shown in the first row. PRF means pulse 

repetition frequency. X_dB stands for attenuation of amplitude in dB. PNP means peak negative pressure, in unit 

of Pa. PPP means peak positive pressure, in unit of Pa. Isptp means spatial-peak-temporal-peak intensity, in unit 

of W/cm2. Isppa means spatial-peak-pulse-average intensity, in unit of W/cm2. 
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n=10, phase=0, window mode=hanning, 

 PRF=100 Hz 

x_db Ispta Wo MI TI 

0 0.171953 11.35994 1.54786 0.121714 

1 0.158578 10.47632 1.463964 0.112246 

2 0.145142 9.588657 1.424268 0.102736 

3 0.130842 8.643922 1.381475 0.092613 

4 0.113842 7.520869 1.363457 0.080581 

5 0.096496 6.374887 1.290259 0.068302 

6 0.079459 5.249388 1.229167 0.056243 

7 0.06214 4.105251 1.152872 0.043985 

8 0.044404 2.933516 1.050394 0.031431 

9 0.0341 2.252758 0.978744 0.024137 

10 0.026301 1.737536 0.877393 0.018616 

11 0.020331 1.343145 0.811655 0.014391 

12 0.015537 1.026446 0.76357 0.010998 

13 0.012054 0.796369 0.696565 0.008533 

14 0.009527 0.629414 0.63598 0.006744 

16 0.005966 0.394156 0.534854 0.004223 

18 0.003768 0.248911 0.448142 0.002667 

20 0.002324 0.153505 0.365794 0.001645 

22 0.001477 0.097597 0.305152 0.001046 

24 0.000865 0.057177 0.234994 0.000613 

26 0.000553 0.036522 0.196481 0.000391 

28 0.000354 0.023357 0.162894 0.00025 

30 0.000234 0.015426 0.147889 0.000165 

32 0.000151 0.00999 0.110248 0.000107 

34 0.000109 0.007213 0.094707 7.73E-05 

36 7.27E-05 0.004805 0.079082 5.15E-05 

38 5.17E-05 0.003414 0.070636 3.66E-05 

40 4.04E-05 0.002667 0.060191 2.86E-05 

42 4.07E-05 0.002686 0.060276 2.88E-05 

44 3.21E-05 0.002121 0.042286 2.27E-05 

46 3.31E-05 0.002187 0.050479 2.34E-05 

Table 11: Results acquired from MATLAB calculation. The setting is the same as Table 10. PRF means pulse 

repetition frequency. X_dB stands for attenuation of amplitude in dB. Ispta means spatial-peak-temporal-average 

intensity, in unit of W/cm2. Wo means output power, in unit of mW. MI means mechanical index. TI means thermal 

index. 
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n=10, phase=180, window mode=rectangle, 

 PRF=100 Hz 

x_db PNP PPP Isptp Isppa 

0 2945946 11538852 9012.449 759.4161 

1 2823480 11089105 8323.59 716.2475 

2 2724662 10673987 7712.07 677.4424 

3 2541385 10187078 7024.524 635.2769 

4 2341216 9745778 6429.107 596.9644 

5 2224662 9414696 5999.71 552.3972 

6 2064612 8958615 5432.496 497.2436 

7 1868454 8186022 4535.9 423.165 

8 1650127 6623311 2969.395 315.4146 

9 1515625 5270270 1880.111 240.3215 

10 1405406 4180110 1182.75 180.3994 

11 1313978 3407306 785.8504 137.5319 

12 1199493 2696622 492.2182 104.0703 

13 1104139 2239443 339.467 80.4779 

14 1023564 1888176 241.3251 62.96913 

16 845270.3 1375507 128.0687 39.03124 

18 720143.6 1013556 69.53652 24.52935 

20 585388.5 772677.4 40.41234 15.02611 

22 482559.1 582897 22.99859 9.457682 

24 386824.3 451984.8 13.82819 5.504637 

26 318412.2 349282.1 8.257912 3.42264 

28 267440.9 267989.9 4.861322 2.13717 

30 222508.5 216427.4 3.35128 1.356919 

32 189738.2 167525.3 2.436841 0.899353 

34 158446 131038.8 1.699339 0.569378 

36 137035.5 113049 1.271112 0.367224 

38 113766.9 90033.78 0.876092 0.245288 

40 103674 68581.07 0.727541 0.142837 

42 79096.3 57812.49 0.423477 0.088462 

44 75422.31 45143.57 0.38505 0.058594 

46 72761.84 36402.02 0.358364 0.041709 

Table 12: Results acquired from MATLAB calculation. The setting is as shown in the first row. PRF means pulse 

repetition frequency. X_dB stands for attenuation of amplitude in dB. PNP means peak negative pressure, in unit 

of Pa. PPP means peak positive pressure, in unit of Pa. Isptp means spatial-peak-temporal-peak intensity, in unit 

of W/cm2. Isppa means spatial-peak-pulse-average intensity, in unit of W/cm2. 
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n=10, phase=180, window mode=rectangle, 

 PRF=100 Hz 

x_db Ispta Wo MI TI 

0 0.303007 20.01787 1.963964 0.214477 

1 0.285783 18.87996 1.88232 0.202285 

2 0.270469 17.86827 1.816441 0.191446 

3 0.253952 16.77709 1.694257 0.179755 

4 0.238935 15.78501 1.560811 0.169125 

5 0.221097 14.60656 1.483108 0.156499 

6 0.199022 13.14818 1.376408 0.140873 

7 0.169266 11.18239 1.245636 0.119811 

8 0.126324 8.345442 1.100085 0.089415 

9 0.096789 6.394304 1.010417 0.06851 

10 0.07437 4.91316 0.936937 0.052641 

11 0.057179 3.777469 0.875985 0.040473 

12 0.043527 2.875595 0.799662 0.03081 

13 0.033801 2.233012 0.736092 0.023925 

14 0.026526 1.752398 0.682376 0.018776 

16 0.01652 1.091376 0.563514 0.011693 

18 0.010419 0.688311 0.480096 0.007375 

20 0.006401 0.422884 0.390259 0.004531 

22 0.004048 0.26742 0.321706 0.002865 

24 0.002366 0.156282 0.257883 0.001674 

26 0.0015 0.099094 0.212275 0.001062 

28 0.000947 0.062583 0.178294 0.000671 

30 0.000606 0.040048 0.148339 0.000429 

32 0.000404 0.026677 0.126492 0.000286 

34 0.000257 0.017002 0.105631 0.000182 

36 0.000169 0.011154 0.091357 0.00012 

38 0.000116 0.007653 0.075845 8.2E-05 

40 7.53E-05 0.004973 0.069116 5.33E-05 

42 5.42E-05 0.003578 0.052731 3.83E-05 

44 4.51E-05 0.002979 0.050282 3.19E-05 

46 3.57E-05 0.002358 0.048508 2.53E-05 

Table 13: Results acquired from MATLAB calculation. The setting is the same as Table 12. PRF means pulse 

repetition frequency. X_dB stands for attenuation of amplitude in dB. Ispta means spatial-peak-temporal-average 

intensity, in unit of W/cm2. Wo means output power, in unit of mW. MI means mechanical index. TI means thermal 

index. 
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n=6, phase=0, window mode=rectangle, 

 PRF=100 Hz 

x_db PNP PPP Isptp Isppa 

0 2524493 12561234 10680.27 808.8783 

1 2471706 12312078 10260.78 784.5638 

2 2321368 12061234 9846.936 752.8221 

3 2190878 11755913 9354.71 714.5369 

4 2137669 11362754 8739.465 673.6073 

5 2070946 10767737 7848.136 621.1751 

6 1971284 9966217 6723.235 548.8393 

7 1817990 9008869 5493.614 462.9205 

8 1675676 7307855 3614.91 341.0137 

9 1547509 5745355 2234.351 257.9182 

10 1418286 4560389 1407.736 196.0033 

11 1324113 3630490 892.171 144.5568 

12 1230490 2834544 543.8561 106.7691 

13 1129476 2349409 373.624 83.18603 

14 1032010 1972635 263.3972 64.88281 

16 868834.5 1443581 141.0587 39.82447 

18 711782.1 1093370 80.91926 24.89835 

20 583277 786571 41.87872 14.95475 

22 481841.2 609290.6 25.1285 9.473998 

24 386993.2 456756.8 14.12172 5.551566 

26 320185.8 359290.6 8.737943 3.527674 

28 260261.8 275633.5 5.142585 2.185055 

30 218201 220650.3 3.295542 1.36715 

32 187373.3 182432.4 2.376474 0.8932 

34 150929 146114.9 1.541925 0.557462 

36 125337.8 109839.5 1.063364 0.356324 

38 107432.4 90709.47 0.781247 0.216825 

40 98648.66 78293.92 0.658719 0.077785 

42 84966.21 60050.69 0.488664 0.060639 

44 71072.63 58403.73 0.341918 0.038843 

46 70354.72 37246.63 0.335046 0.030552 

Table 14: Results acquired from MATLAB calculation. The setting is as shown in the first row. PRF means pulse 

repetition frequency. X_dB stands for attenuation of amplitude in dB. PNP means peak negative pressure, in unit 

of Pa. PPP means peak positive pressure, in unit of Pa. Isptp means spatial-peak-temporal-peak intensity, in unit 

of W/cm2. Isppa means spatial-peak-pulse-average intensity, in unit of W/cm2. 
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n=6, phase=0, window mode=rectangle, 

 PRF=100 Hz 

x_db Ispta Wo MI TI 

0 0.18766 12.39756 1.682996 0.132831 

1 0.178096 11.76574 1.647804 0.126062 

2 0.170702 11.27729 1.547579 0.120828 

3 0.162021 10.70378 1.460586 0.114683 

4 0.152909 10.10178 1.425113 0.108233 

5 0.141007 9.315475 1.380631 0.099809 

6 0.124724 8.239753 1.314189 0.088283 

7 0.105199 6.94985 1.211993 0.074463 

8 0.077751 5.136554 1.117117 0.055035 

9 0.059128 3.906218 1.031672 0.041852 

10 0.045277 2.991166 0.945524 0.032048 

11 0.034477 2.277676 0.882742 0.024404 

12 0.025838 1.706971 0.820327 0.018289 

13 0.020214 1.335432 0.752984 0.014308 

14 0.015848 1.046958 0.688007 0.011217 

16 0.009817 0.648533 0.579223 0.006949 

18 0.006144 0.405875 0.474521 0.004349 

20 0.003716 0.245511 0.388851 0.00263 

22 0.002364 0.15616 0.321227 0.001673 

24 0.001392 0.091965 0.257995 0.000985 

26 0.000888 0.058671 0.213457 0.000629 

28 0.000554 0.03663 0.173508 0.000392 

30 0.000348 0.023009 0.145467 0.000247 

32 0.000233 0.015416 0.124916 0.000165 

34 0.000157 0.010376 0.100619 0.000111 

36 0.000103 0.006785 0.083559 7.27E-05 

38 7.18E-05 0.004741 0.071622 5.08E-05 

40 5.1E-05 0.003372 0.065766 3.61E-05 

42 4.02E-05 0.002655 0.056644 2.84E-05 

44 3.25E-05 0.002147 0.047382 2.3E-05 

46 2.71E-05 0.001792 0.046903 1.92E-05 

Table 15: Results acquired from MATLAB calculation. The setting is the same as Table 14. PRF means pulse 

repetition frequency. X_dB stands for attenuation of amplitude in dB. Ispta means spatial-peak-temporal-average 

intensity, in unit of W/cm2. Wo means output power, in unit of mW. MI means mechanical index. TI means thermal 

index. 
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n=8, phase=0, window mode=rectangle, 

 PRF=100 Hz 

x_db PNP PPP Isptp Isppa 

0 2539696 12397382 10403.46 742.4228 

1 2386402 12301099 10242.49 716.7963 

2 2287584 12014359 9770.546 685.4277 

3 2163429 11688345 9247.486 646.3304 

4 2121622 11361487 8737.516 619.0358 

5 2054899 10775761 7859.836 572.1513 

6 1970862 9960727 6715.83 503.1573 

7 1851774 9071791 5570.622 426.8315 

8 1685389 7314401 3621.389 314.9776 

9 1531250 5745777 2234.679 239.1575 

10 1435600 4522171 1384.241 182.6804 

11 1330237 3598184 876.3638 139.1177 

12 1226436 2814274 536.1055 104.0153 

13 1137247 2367905 379.5302 81.44384 

14 1045693 1953463 258.3021 63.85726 

16 871283.8 1417990 136.1018 39.56163 

18 722001.7 1061867 76.32337 24.72829 

20 571368.3 832770.3 46.9427 14.59137 

22 486359.8 602364.9 24.56048 9.529097 

24 390709.5 459163.9 14.27095 5.594251 

26 321072.6 358868.2 8.717414 3.554734 

28 262288.9 285346.3 5.511402 2.214471 

30 216385.1 221621.6 3.324619 1.363675 

32 185473 185177.4 2.328515 0.916687 

34 159924 142398.6 1.731191 0.571552 

36 126815.9 116638.5 1.088592 0.352365 

38 112584.5 94087.83 0.857975 0.232669 

40 91765.21 82347.97 0.569999 0.134378 

42 89527.04 62837.83 0.542533 0.076517 

44 69974.67 50802.36 0.331436 0.045545 

46 69298.99 43243.24 0.325066 0.036034 

Table 16: Results acquired from MATLAB calculation. The setting is as shown in the first row. PRF means pulse 

repetition frequency. X_dB stands for attenuation of amplitude in dB. PNP means peak negative pressure, in unit 

of Pa. PPP means peak positive pressure, in unit of Pa. Isptp means spatial-peak-temporal-peak intensity, in unit 

of W/cm2. Isppa means spatial-peak-pulse-average intensity, in unit of W/cm2. 
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n=8, phase=0, window mode=rectangle, 

 PRF=100 Hz 

x_db Ispta Wo MI TI 

0 0.25131 16.60256 1.693131 0.177885 

1 0.242636 16.02949 1.590935 0.171744 

2 0.232189 15.33932 1.525056 0.16435 

3 0.218944 14.46435 1.442286 0.154975 

4 0.209544 13.8433 1.414414 0.148321 

5 0.193816 12.80429 1.369932 0.137189 

6 0.170445 11.26025 1.313908 0.120646 

7 0.144589 9.552144 1.234516 0.102344 

8 0.106777 7.054147 1.123592 0.07558 

9 0.081074 5.356103 1.020833 0.057387 

10 0.061929 4.091258 0.957067 0.043835 

11 0.047161 3.115638 0.886824 0.033382 

12 0.035261 2.329496 0.817624 0.024959 

13 0.02763 1.825338 0.758164 0.019557 

14 0.021664 1.431183 0.697128 0.015334 

16 0.013421 0.886664 0.580856 0.0095 

18 0.008389 0.554216 0.481334 0.005938 

20 0.004954 0.327266 0.380912 0.003506 

22 0.003238 0.213883 0.32424 0.002292 

24 0.001903 0.125749 0.260473 0.001347 

26 0.00121 0.079963 0.214048 0.000857 

28 0.000757 0.050034 0.174859 0.000536 

30 0.000467 0.030856 0.144257 0.000331 

32 0.000317 0.020923 0.123649 0.000224 

34 0.000207 0.013669 0.106616 0.000146 

36 0.000135 0.008945 0.084544 9.58E-05 

38 9.24E-05 0.006106 0.075056 6.54E-05 

40 5.28E-05 0.003491 0.061177 3.74E-05 

42 5.2E-05 0.003432 0.059685 3.68E-05 

44 2.94E-05 0.00194 0.04665 2.08E-05 

46 3.23E-05 0.002135 0.046199 2.29E-05 

Table 17: Results acquired from MATLAB calculation. The setting is the same as Table 16. PRF means pulse 

repetition frequency. X_dB stands for attenuation of amplitude in dB. Ispta means spatial-peak-temporal-average 

intensity, in unit of W/cm2. Wo means output power, in unit of mW. MI means mechanical index. TI means thermal 

index. 
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n=12, phase=0, window mode=rectangle,  

PRF=100 Hz 

x_db PNP PPP Isptp Isppa 

0 2516047 12571369 10697.51 758.1078 

1 2402449 12293075 10229.13 724.2183 

2 2265625 12041386 9814.554 695.9533 

3 2157939 11767737 9373.538 664.0415 

4 2116132 11350507 8720.636 626.9299 

5 2065034 10802788 7899.313 580.2821 

6 1963682 10114865 6925.288 515.7267 

7 1853463 9016048 5502.373 428.6294 

8 1669130 7319046 3625.99 311.0361 

9 1553421 5730575 2222.869 234.9896 

10 1435600 4505490 1374.047 179.217 

11 1318835 3581715 868.3596 136.3595 

12 1204392 2891470 565.9198 103.056 

13 1125000 2340203 370.7017 79.65189 

14 1035051 1991047 268.3372 62.63602 

16 875422.3 1416301 135.7777 38.6246 

18 719425.7 1074831 78.19844 24.26057 

20 591089.5 802111.5 43.5499 14.91218 

22 490076 618158.8 25.86531 9.494631 

24 387035.5 456799 14.12433 5.55143 

26 318918.9 363724.7 8.95495 3.536879 

28 257136.8 286571 5.558812 2.18943 

30 226604.7 235135.1 3.742422 1.388162 

32 177744.9 187331.1 2.375403 0.896436 

34 162331.1 145481.4 1.783697 0.566372 

36 123775.3 125464.5 1.065515 0.361536 

38 105701 99493.24 0.756268 0.232862 

40 93201.02 81503.38 0.587975 0.139719 

42 78716.22 67356.42 0.419417 0.091628 

44 73859.8 60853.04 0.369261 0.061977 

46 63471.29 46410.47 0.272692 0.04061 

Table 18: Results acquired from MATLAB calculation. The setting is as shown in the first row. PRF means pulse 

repetition frequency. X_dB stands for attenuation of amplitude in dB. PNP means peak negative pressure, in unit 

of Pa. PPP means peak positive pressure, in unit of Pa. Isptp means spatial-peak-temporal-peak intensity, in unit 

of W/cm2. Isppa means spatial-peak-pulse-average intensity, in unit of W/cm2. 
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n=12, phase=0, window mode=rectangle,  

PRF=100 Hz 

x_db Ispta Wo MI TI 

0 0.38872 25.6804 1.677365 0.275147 

1 0.370981 24.50849 1.601633 0.262591 

2 0.356154 23.52898 1.510417 0.252096 

3 0.339989 22.46106 1.438626 0.240654 

4 0.321302 21.22648 1.410755 0.227427 

5 0.297395 19.64708 1.376689 0.210504 

6 0.265212 17.52101 1.309122 0.187725 

7 0.222351 14.68944 1.235642 0.157387 

8 0.163916 10.82895 1.112753 0.116025 

9 0.124192 8.204625 1.035614 0.087907 

10 0.094895 6.269172 0.957067 0.06717 

11 0.072305 4.776737 0.879223 0.051179 

12 0.054697 3.613504 0.802928 0.038716 

13 0.042275 2.792873 0.75 0.029924 

14 0.033244 2.196237 0.690034 0.023531 

16 0.02049 1.353675 0.583615 0.014504 

18 0.012852 0.849057 0.479617 0.009097 

20 0.00787 0.519917 0.39406 0.005571 

22 0.004951 0.327113 0.326717 0.003505 

24 0.002888 0.190802 0.258024 0.002044 

26 0.001832 0.121036 0.212613 0.001297 

28 0.001136 0.07507 0.171425 0.000804 

30 0.000723 0.04778 0.15107 0.000512 

32 0.00047 0.031032 0.118497 0.000332 

34 0.000301 0.019906 0.108221 0.000213 

36 0.00019 0.012569 0.082517 0.000135 

38 0.000125 0.008273 0.070467 8.86E-05 

40 7.81E-05 0.005162 0.062134 5.53E-05 

42 5.47E-05 0.003614 0.052477 3.87E-05 

44 3.72E-05 0.002461 0.04924 2.64E-05 

46 3.02E-05 0.001994 0.042314 2.14E-05 

Table 19: Results acquired from MATLAB calculation. The setting is the same as Table 18. PRF means pulse 

repetition frequency. X_dB stands for attenuation of amplitude in dB. Ispta means spatial-peak-temporal-average 

intensity, in unit of W/cm2. Wo means output power, in unit of mW. MI means mechanical index. TI means thermal 

index. 
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II Code of self-developed MATLAB software 

 

Function varargout = parameter(vararg in) 

% PARAMETER MATLAB code for parameter.fig  

%      PARAMETER, by itself, creates a new PARAMETER or raises the existing  

%      singleton*. 

% 

%      H = PARAMETER returns the handle to a new PARAMETER or the handle to  

%      the existing singleton*. 

% 

%      PARAMETER('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local  

%      function named CALLBACK in PARAMETER.M with the given input arguments. 

% 

%      PARAMETER('Property','Value',...) creates a new PARAMETER or raises the 

%      existing singleton*.  Start ing from the left, property value pairs are  

%      applied to the GUI before parameter_OpeningFcn gets called.  An  

%      unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application  

%      stop.  All inputs are passed to parameter_OpeningFcn via varargin. 

% 

%      *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu.  Choose "GUI allows only one 

%      instance to run (singleton)". 

% 

% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES  

 

% Edit the above text to modify the response to help parameter  

 

% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 15-Apr-2013 20:32:45 

 

% Begin in itializat ion code - DO NOT EDIT  

gui_Singleton = 1; 

gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 

'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 

'gui_OpeningFcn', @parameter_OpeningFcn, ... 

'gui_OutputFcn',  @parameter_OutputFcn, ... 

'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 

'gui_Callback',   []); 

ifnarg in&&ischar(varargin{1}) 

gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 

end 

 

ifnargout 

    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});  

else 
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gui_mainfcn(gui_State, vararg in{:});  

end 

% End init ialization code - DO NOT EDIT  

 

% --- Executes just before parameter is made visible.  

functionparameter_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)  

% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn. 

% hObject    handle to figure  

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)  

% varargin    command line arguments to parameter (see VARARGIN)  

 

% Choose default command line output for parameter 

handles.output = hObject; 

 

% Update handles structure 

guidata(hObject, handles); 

 

% UIWAIT makes parameter wait fo r user response (see UIRESUME)  

% uiwait(handles.figure1);  

 

 

% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.  

functionvarargout = parameter_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)  

% varargout  cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);  

% hObject    handle to figure  

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)  

 

% Get default command line output from handles structure 

varargout{1} = handles.output; 

 

 

% --- Executes on button press in choose_file.  

functionchoose_file_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to choose_file (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)  

 

globalrecord_lengthsample_interval; % informat ion read from the files  

globalfullpathname;  

global x y volt_squared E; 

 

[filename pathname]=uigetfile({'*.csv'});  
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fullpathname=strcat(pathname,filename); 

 

statistic = textread(fullpathname , '%*s %f %*s %*s %*s',4,'delimiter', ',');  

record_length=statistic(1);  

sample_interval=statistic(2);  

set(handles.text_showing_statistic,'String',['record_length=',num2str(record_length),' points',char(10), 

'sample_ interval=',num2str(sample_interval),' s']);  

 

x=csvread(fullpathname,0,3,[0 3 (record_length-1) 3]); 

y=csvread(fullpathname,0,4,[0 4 (record_length-1) 4]); 

axes(handles.axes1);  

plot(x,y);  

 

y=0.00065+y; 

axes(handles.axes2);  

plot(x,y);  

 

fori=(1:record_length) 

volt_squared(i)=y(i)*y(i);  

end 

axes(handles.axes3);  

plot(x,volt_squared); 

 

E(1)=volt_squared(1)*sample_ interval; 

fori=(2:record_length) 

E(i)=volt_squared(i)*sample_ interval+E(i-1);  

end 

axes(handles.axes4);  

plot(x,E); 

 

% --- Executes on selection change in sensitivity. 

functionsensitivity_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to sensitivity (see GCBO)  

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)  

 

% Hints: contents = cellstr(get(hObject,'String')) returns sensitivity contents as cell array  

%        contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item from sensitivity 

 

global M Kf2; 

globalrecord_lengthsample_interval; 

global x y volt_squared E; 

i=get(hObject,'value'); 

switchi 
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case 2 

        M=3.5;  

case 3 

        M=3.7;% in units of mV/MPa  

otherwise 

end 

M=M*1e-09; % in un its of V/Pa  

density_of_water=998.2071; % in units of kg/m3, in condition of 20 celcius degree at 1 atm pressure 

speed_of_sound=1480;% in units of m/s, in condition of 20 celcius degree 

Kf2=10^4*density_of_water*speed_of_sound*M*M;  % in units of V2W -1cm2 

v_plus=max(y); 

v_minus=min(y); 

p_plus=max(y)/M; 

p_minus=abs(min(y))/M;  

Vtp=max(max(y),abs(min(y)));  

Isptp=Vtp*Vtp/Kf2;  

Emax=E(record_length); 

fori=(1:(record_length-1)) 

if abs(E(i)-0.9*Emax)<abs(E(i+1)-0.9*Emax) 

t09=x(i);  

break 

 

end 

end 

fori=(1:(record_length-1)) 

if abs(E(i)-0.1*Emax)<abs(E(i+1)-0.1*Emax) 

t01=x(i);  

break 

 

end 

end 

PD=1.25*(t09-t01);  

Isppa=Emax/(Kf2*PD); 

 

a=0; %coefficient in dB/(MHz*cm) 

z=5;  %distance to transducer in cm 

fawf=2.25; %acoustic working frequency in MHz 

p_minus_03=p_minus*10^(-a*z*fawf/20)/10^6;  %/10^6 to change the unit of Pa to MPa  

MI=p_minus_03/sqrt(fawf);  

%MI=0.4520*p_minus/(10^6); % p_minus was in Pa, should be changed to MPa 

 

PRF=500; %in Hz 

Ispta=Isppa*PD*PRF;  %in W/cm2 

d_minus_6=0.14505*2; %in cm 
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Wo=3.14*(d_minus_6)^2*Ispta*1000/4; % mult iplied by 1000 to change unit of W to mW  

TI=Wo*2.25/210;  

set(handles.text_showing_values,'String',['998.2071 kg/m3',char(10), '1480 m/s',char(10),num2str(M),' 

V/Pa',char(10),num2str(Kf2),' V2W -1cm2',char(10),num2str(p_plus),' Pa ',char(10),num2str(p_minus),' 

Pa',char(10),num2str(Isptp),' W/cm2',char(10),num2str(Emax),' V2s',char(10),num2str(PD),' 

s',char(10),num2str(Isppa),' W/cm2',char(10),num2str(Vtp), ' V',char(10),num2str(t01), ' 

s',char(10),num2str(t09), ' s',char(10),num2str(v_plus),' V',char(10),num2str(v_minus),' 

V',char(10),num2str(a),' dB/(MHz*cm)',char(10),num2str(z), ' cm',char(10),num2str(fawf),' 

MHz',char(10),num2str(MI),' ',char(10),num2str(PRF),' Hz',char(10),num2str(Ispta),' 

W/cm2',char(10),num2str(d_minus_6),' cm',char(10),num2str(Wo),' mW',char(10),num2str(TI),' ']) 

 

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 

functionsensitivity_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to sensitivity (see GCBO)  

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called  

 

% Hint: popupmenu controls usually have a white background on Windows. 

%       See ISPC and COMPUTER.  

ifispc&&isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');  

end 
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